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Proper PPE will keep you safe, secure and comfortable during blasting operation and
hence, CLEANBLAST™ offers you wide range of PPE to meet your requirement.
NOVA 3®
THE ULTIMATE PROTECTION AND FUTURE-PROOFED
PERFORMANCE
The RPB® Nova 3® series respirator combines
breakthrough protection technology with advanced
comfort and functionality, surpassing even the most
rigorous industry standards and the demands of the most
quality-conscious companies.
Designed to optimize safety and productivity, and to
minimize worker downtime, the helmet has a host of
features that maximize its lifetime value.

ASTRO™
YOUR LIGHTWEIGHT, ROBUST, QUALITY ABRASIVE
BLASTING HELMET!
The RPB® ASTRO™ is your number one choice of
economy abrasive blasting helmet which meets safety
standards worldwide including Australia, Europe and
USA. RPB® has called on years of experience in the
abrasive blasting industry to design this lightweight,
robust helmet.
RPB® is a market leader in a competitive world. The
ASTRO™ incorporates features that reduce fatigue and
downtime, increase productivity and minimize the need
to replace parts.
1. Hand Strap - for carrying or hanging helmets up
2. Lightweight but robust. Just 2.6 lbs*
3. Removable head suspension - for easy cleaning
4. Sturdy visor frame with moulded hinge
5. Large flat lens . Optional tear off lenses
6. Durable nylon cape with comfortable seal
around the neck
7. Replaceable cape cover band seals the cape
8. Unique, high strength visor strap
9. Flexible breathing tube
10. Abrasive resistant polyethylene helmet shell
11. Low flow indicator.
(CE, AS/NZS Approved Models Only)

COMFORTABLE KIT - CLEAR THINKING
The RPB® Nova 3®’s design and engineering distributes
the helmet’s weight evenly across the head and shoulders
for optimum comfort, practicality, and ease of worker
movement, reducing fatigue. In addition, a ratchetadjusted neck pad ensures your head is supported.
The ingenious, fully adjustable, internal “Clever Fit
Padding” (patent pending) allows helmets to be
individually customized. This avoids discomfort and
irritation, giving workers a clear head even under the
pressures of their work. The padding has a second, vital,
purpose. It’s positioned to help absorb sound within the
helmet, protecting workers’ hearing. Padding is easily
removed, and fully machine washable, making helmets
hygienic and pleasant to wear even in the most extreme
temperatures.
The Nova 3® takes RPB®’s goals of protecting workers’
safety, optimizing
PRODUCT DETAILS
1. “Fit & Click” inner lens system
2. Unbreakable/Durable/Super-protective helmet shell
3. Larger viewing window
4. Large glove-sized latch
5. Tear off lens system
6. Securely attached cape
7. Clip on cape seal
8. Removable visor
9. Dust seal
10. The key to it all
11. Streamlined Air System
12. The Outside Skin
13. Comfort Fit Padding System
14. Field-replaceable Air Inlet Fitting
15. Hand Strap
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NOVA 2000™

NOVA 1

TOUGHEST & MOST COMFORTABLE
The RPB NOVA 2000™ has been tested and approved to
Respiratory Protection standards worldwide including
NIOSH, CE and AS/NZS. NOVA 2000™ has been
designed specifically for blasting, by blasting experts.
RPB Safety has incorporated over 100 years of combined
blasting experience for improved operator comfort and
performance.
COMFORTABLE KIT - CLEAR THINKING
A comfortable respirator system dramatically reduces
worker fatigue and increases productivity. The NOVA
2000™ is the most comfortable blasting helmet
available.
Lightweight pillow foam padding provides maximum
comfort and reduces outside noise to a minimum. A soft
breathable inner cape allows perfect airflow while
keeping out contaminants. The advanced Air Duct
Distribution System creates a constant flow of breathable
air, prevents fogging and keeps workers cool. The large,
double lens offers optimum vision without irritating side
glare. Every feature of the NOVA 2000TM has been
designed, manufactured and tested to ensure workers’
safety and comfort under even the most demanding
conditions.
Try the comfort of the NOVA 2000TM and you’ll
instantly appreciate why abrasive blasting companies
worldwide have chosen it as their respirator of choice to
reduce worker fatigue and maximize productivity.

The RPB® Nova 1™ has all the same design features of
the Nova 2000™ that improve operator comfort and
boost employees’ performance, the only difference is
that it has a large flat lens. Certifications include: CE,
ANSI Z87+ and ANSI Z89.1.
PRODUCT DETAILS:
1) Air Duct Distribution System directs airflow into
the breathing zone , prevents fogging and keeps
workers cool.
2) Super tough Helmet Shell that is UV stabilized
and abrasion resistant.
3) Adjustable sturdy visor frame with moulded hinge
designed to take different lens thickness.
4) Large , Flat Lens
5) Durable Nylon cape with comfortable seal
around the neck
6) Flexible breathing tube
7) Abrasion resistant cape coverband.
8) Unique High strength visor trap
9) Hand Strap for easy transportation.
10) Multi layered sound deadening foam
for hearing protection.

PRODUCT DETAILS
1. Air Duct Distribution System
2. Luxurious Lightweight Pillow Foam Padding
3. Super Tough Helmet Shell
4. Large Double Lens
5. Multi Layered Sound Deadening Foam
6. Strongly Attached Cape
7. Abrasion Resistant Cape Cover Band
8. Snug Detachable Inner Bib
9. Your Choice of Cape
10. Hand Strap - for carrying or hanging helmets up
11. Low flow indicator.
(CE, AS/NZS Approved Models Only)
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T100 SERIES™ PAINT SPRAY HELMET
ECONOMICAL PROTECTION
The RPB® T100 SERIES™ respirator is designed to offer
light-weight, economical protection for workers in
specialist industries including spray painting and chemical
handling. It is a NIOSH approved type C respirator.
Over 100 years of market experience has gone into the
development, ensuring optimum safety, quality and
performance - reducing downtime. THE RPB® T100 SERIES
™ comes in three versions. The T100™ (standard hood),
the T100 PLUS™ (with extra length bib) and the T100
ULTRA™ (extra length bib, DuPont Tychem® SL Material
with sealed seams).

T LINK
Superior Light weight respiratory protection.
The RPB® T-Link® has been designed to assist you in your
work , moving with you wherever you turn.
FEATURES
1) The Tyvek cover is securely attached to the helmet
system ensuring it will never blow up off your head.

FEATURES
1. Large lens for optimum vision
2. Air duct distribution system
3. DuPont® Tychem® Material
4. Snug adjustable inner bib
5. Tuck-in inner collar
6. Hang up hook
7. Quick release breathing tube clip
8. Super-flexible, robust breathing tube
9. Comfortable head harness
10. Optional peel off lenses (not shown)

2) The large viewing window enables you to operate
with a widened persepective , featuring exceptional
downward and peripheral vision.
3) The soft , breathable inner bib and extra tuck in
collar directs air down your body to aid cooling.
4) The padded Head -liner and head suspension system
provides comfort and balanced weight distribution,
making it feel lighter as there are no pressure points
on your head.
5) Comfortable Head Suspension can be adjusted for
Height and distance from Visor

SAFETY ABOVE ALL ELSE
The T100™ supplied air respirator, manufactured from
DuPont® Tychem® is a lightweight hood offering superior
comfort compared with a conventional, tight full-face
respirator. The hood also protects the entire head of the
operator eliminating the need for a head sock.
The wide angle lens offers optimum vision to set a clear
view of the job. The T100™ has been designed to be
robust enough to reuse but cost effective enough to
discard after use.
APPLICATIONS
• Spray painting and coating applications
• Pharmaceutical Manufacturing
• Chemical handling

6) Air Deflector to adjust the air direction inside
the respirator.
7) Fixed Lens frame ensures the lens lens never
hit your nose.
8) Crystal Clear Peal of Lens available.
9) Optional Bump Cap or Hard Hat protection.
10) Breathing tube easily attached to respirator and
swivels to eliminate tangles.
11) Ratchet adjustable from the outside of the hood.
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T150 SERIES™
Advanced Full Face Respirator
Limited viewing area is a hazard for employees in
industrial working sites, through increasing risks like
tripping , falling or even long terms eye sight damage.
The RPB® T150™ NIOSH approved Type C respirator
offers your workers superior comfort, vision and
safety across a spectrum of applications from
chemical stripping to spray painting and coating
The T150 is manufactured from polycarbonate,
offering the highest level of comfort and vision.It has
a adjustable six point harness and a soft silicone or
thermoplastic (TPR) face seal that fits perfectly to
the contours of the users face , creating an airtight
seal. The 150 also features a panoramic lens that has
been specially treated to prevent fog, scratches and
acid wear and tear.

RPB Z100 SERIES
GRINDING ADVANCED HOOD
The Z100 Series™, manufactured from RPB® Zytec Fabric
is a lightweight hood offering superior comfort. The hood
protects the entire head of the operator eliminating the
need for an extra head protection. The wide angle lens
offers optimum vision to see a clear view of the job. The
Z100™ has been designed to handle the rigorous
conditions in the metal working enviornmnet.
A NIOSH approved type C respirator, the RPB® Z100
Series™ offers light-weight and economical protection.
Used throughout a variety of industries, from grinding to
brazing, the Z100™ brings workers optimal safety,
superior quality and reduced down time.
The Z100™ offers you the option of ANSI Z87.1 + High
Velocity impact protection.
FEATURES
1. Large lens for optimum vision
2. Air duct distribution system
3. RPB® Zytec flame resistant material
4. Snug adjustable inner bib
5. Tuck-in inner collar
6. Hang up hook
7. Quick release breathing tube clip
8. Super-flexible, robust breathing tube
9. Comfortable head harness
10. Optional peel off lenses (not shown)

RPB 4000-01 COOL TUBE
The RPB® 4000-01 Cold Air Tube Assembly cools
compressed breathing air coming into respirators by as
much as 32 ˚F(18 ˚C). The 4000-01 Cold Air Tube helps
maximize worker comfort and increase productivity in
hot climates.
The 4000-01 Cold Air Tube Assembly is fitted with an
airflow regulator that allows the user to adjust the
outgoing air temperature to suit their requirements. All
components of the 4000-01 are replaceable and the unit
can be disassembled for cleaning and maintenance.
The 4000-01 is manufactured from non toxic
engineering plastic which is extremely robust and ideal
for the rigors of the workplace.
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C40 CLIMATE CONTROL DEVICE : Advanced Air
Temperature Control System – Hot/Cold Adjustment
The RPB® C40™ Climate Control Device
can heat and cool your supplied air as
desired. With the slide of a lever, your
employees can switch from heating to
cooling ensuring they are comfortable
whether they’re in the searing heat of the
Arizona summer, a severe Scandinavian
winter or anywhere in between.
The RPB® C40™ Climate Control Device
cools incoming air by 52°F and heats
incoming air by 33°F.

RPB RADEX AIRLINE FILTER

GX4 GAS MONITOR

MORE FILTRATION, CAPACITY, VERSATILITY
RPB®’s range of optional equipment means the RPB®
RADEX AIRLINE FILTER can be customized to meet
individual breathing requirements, whether it be Grade
D, AS1715, EN12021, or ISO8573.1 Class 1, 2 3.
MOUNTING SYSTEM
The RPB RADEX AIRLINE FILTER™ has a unique twist and
lock mounting system making it easy to mount in either
the floor or wall mounting positions. No bolts are
required. Simply place in position and turn to lock.
AUTO DRAIN VALVE
Upgrade the RPB RADEX AIRLINE FILTER™ to include the
optional auto drain valve, continuous moisture removal
from the filter housing to increase filter cartridge lifespan.
6 STAGE FILTER CARTRIDGE
The large capacity 6 stage filter cartridge removes
moisture and particulates to 0.5 micron and odor from
the compressed air stream, providing clean breathable air.
1. 125 psi safety pressure relief valve
2. Quick disconnect coupler compatible with brands
including; Aro, Cejn, Dixion, and Rectus.
3. Outlet pressure regulator provides the ability to
adjust air pressure. Range 0-125 psi (04-900, 2 outlet
unit only).
4. Replacement filter cartridges have a replacement
date sticker for maintenance scheduling.
5. Strong, robust and lightweight housing.
6. Brass drain tap fitted as standard equipment
7. 7 1” Npt inlet port
8. High flow

ADVANCED GAS DETECTION AND MONITORING
The RPB® GX4™ is an intelligent gas monitor that has the
ability to detect up to 4 gases simultaneously, giving you
assurance that the air you and your employees are
breathing is safe.
The RPB® GX4™ is an intelligent gas monitor that has the
ability to detect up to 4 gases simultaneously, giving you
assurance that the air you and your employees are
breathing is safe.
ALARM OPTIONS
The RPB® RADEX CO MONITORTM is fitted with a buzzer
alarm as standard. This alarm can be supported with one or
more options that connect to the 12 volt output. - Strobe
Warning Light - air Horn - Siren - normally, open solenoid
that can shut compressed air to equipment when alarming normally, closed solenoid that opens air supply to the
respirators when the RPB® RADEX CO MONITORTM is
turned on, this solenoid will pulsate the air supply when
alarming.
TRACEABILITY
What makes the RPB® unit unique? advanced traceability.
See exactly what’s happening in your plant. RPB® software
lets you view and download data showing alarms, carbon
monoxide level and temperature. Click in real time and see
what is happening up to the minute. The unit will hold up to
two years’ information. The RPB® RADEX CO MONITOR
guarantees the unit is working, and data recording provides
total traceability.
CALIBRATION CHECK
The step-by-step calibration is totally fail-safe. Operators
press CAL CHECK, then OK to be stepped through the
Calibration Check. The calibration is stored in the on
board memory and changes can only be made by a
factory-approved technician. The RADEX CO MONITOR
can be as simple or as high-specification as you need.
EASY TO USE
1. Connect Power
2. Connect air Supply
3. Turn On
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3M VAPOUR & GAS CATRIDGES

L4 LIGHT HELMET LIGHTENING SYSTEM
Blasting in the dark is awkward and dangerous. The RPB
L4 light provides a steady , highly concentrated output of
light to your field of vision.It mounts securely to the top
of the RPB Nova3 respirator , providing light wherever the
operator looks. This also eliminates the safety risks
associated with the outdated and in efficient nozzle
lights.
FEATURES
1) Manufactured with Durable long lasting materials.
2) Efficent high powered LED’s producing
upto 500 lumens of concentrated light output.
3) Comes with 5 pre-set brightness settings.
4) Mounts directly to the Nova3 with
no modification required.
5) Long lasting Li-ion battery provides upto 12 hours
on a single charge
6) Battery recharges in 3-4 hours.
7) Light weight battery pack that mounts on your belt.
8) Field replaceable outer lens.

RPB® NOVA TALK
The RPB® Nova Talk™ is a wireless communication
system designed to build upon the safety and
productivity enhancing features of the Nova 2000™
and Nova 3®. It is ideal for crew on tanks, in shipyards,
water towers and areas that are difficult to access.

POWERED AIR PURIFYING RESPIRATOR
The PX4 optimizes user safety , comfort and portability.
It is CE certified and exceeds the requirement of AS/NZS,
so the user can enjoy the safety of clean breathing air
without the restriction of attached air lines, giving them
complete flexibility to move around as their job requires.
FEATURES
1) The ultra efficient multi speed fan draws air through
the air inlet scallops, then through an optional spark
arrestor which eliminates any sparks , the air then
continues through the pre filter which removes
large particles to enhance the life of the cartridge.
It is then circulated through the high efficiency
cartridge providing you with clean, breathable air.
2) The ultra efficient multi speed and quiet fan
operates at a noise level as low as 65dba
3) Audible and vibrating alarm when flow is below
the minimum requirements.
4) Weight 1.13 Kg
5) Ergonomically designed , contouring to the
operator’s lower back.
6) Surface or wall mountable charger locks
the battery in place.
7) Long Life , light weight , Lithium , rechargeable
battery, operates upto 13 hours on a single charge
8) LED system control interface provides information
such as fan speed , battery life and warnings.
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The HY8810 and HY8812 are NIOSH approved N95 Particulate
Respirators that provide the wearer with optimum safety and
comfort, increasing productivity and reducing down time.

HY8810

HY8810 AND HY8812 DISPOSABLE RESPIRATOR

HY8810

Both respirators are fitted with an adjustable nose piece and
inner foam to provide a custom seal for each worker.
The HY8812 is fitted with an exhalation valve that provides the
wearer with a low breathing resistance and provides optimum
comfort by reducing humidity inside the respirator.
Both respirators are maintenance free.

RPB Z3 WELDER
The RPB® Z3 Welder combines respiratory protection with breakthrough
optical technology, providing welding professionals with a comfortable
working environment. The Z3 meets safety standards worldwide, including
NIOSH, ANSI Z87.1-2010+ Eye Protection,CE and Australian standards.
FEATURES
1. Heat reflecting light grey shell manufactured
from high temperature impact resistant nylon.
2. Aerodynamic shell design for greater fume deflection
3. Center positioned air inlet
4. Integrated airduct brings the airflow right to the breathing zone
5. Hose support, to help keep balance and free movement of helmet
6. Enlarged mouth and nose area reduces CO2 accumulation
7. Smooth rounded edge for increased comfort
8. Highest quality wide view ADF available
9. Accommodates standard 4" x 5" front cover lens
10. Adapts to standard magnifying lens
11. Constant UV/IR protection
12. 3 year warranty
13. Suitable for all types of electro-arc welding, including covered
electrodes,MIG/MAG, TIG/WIG, plasma welding and cutting.
NOT FOR LASER OR GAS WELDING
The RPB® OCV filter has advanced angular dependence control which
provides uniform shading and distortion free vision across the entire viewing
area; this means you can see clearly whilst working at many different angles.
You can enjoy superior color definition in both the open and activated state,
allowing you to easily identify heat definition and displays on equipment
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BLASTER SUIT AND GLOVES
CLEANBLAST™ leather fronted heavy duty blast suit along with gloves protects operator from the dangers of rebounding
abrasive media, dust debris, and can be used for many other similar applications. High impact areas such as front side of
blaster, arms and legs are reinforced and well protected with heady duty leather, and special cotton fabric on the back of suit
will facilitate the air circulation and regulate the body temperature. Double switching is given for the suit to have long
service life. CLEANBLAST™ Blast Suit provides superior operator safety, comfort and high durability. Wide selection of sizes
is available for purchase.

Description

Art No.

Heavy Duty CLEANBLAST Blast Suit Leather-Cotton Mix Size: S

B410550

Heavy Duty CLEANBLAST Blast Suit Leather-Cotton Mix Size: M

B410552

Heavy Duty CLEANBLAST Blast Suit Leather-Cotton Mix Size: L

B410554

Heavy Duty CLEANBLAST Blast Suit Leather-Cotton Mix Size: XL

B410556

Heavy Duty CLEANBLAST Blast Suit Leather-Cotton Mix Size: XXL

B410558

Heavy Duty CLEANBLAST Blast Suit Leather-Cotton Mix Size: XXXL

B410559

Heavy Duty Blasting Gloves Long Sleeves

B410570

SIZE

M

L

XL

XXL

XXXL

XXXXL

Chest

38

40

42

44

46

48

Waist

34

36

38

40

42

44

Hip

40

42

44

46

48

50

Total Length

62

63

64

65

66

68

Inside Leg

30

30

30

30

30

30
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CONTACT US

DUBAI
Clean Blast International LLC
P.O.Box: 93716,
Dubai Investment Park 2,
Dubai, United Arab Emirates.
Tel: +971 4 8847 344
Fax: +971 4 8847 355
E-mail: sales@cleanblast.com
ABU DHABI

SAUDI ARABIA

INDIA

Clean Blast International
P.O.Box: 129498,
Mussafah, Abu dhabi,
United Arab Emirates.

Clean Blast International
P.O.Box: 14293,
Dammam, 31424
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.

Clean Blast Equipment India Pvt. Ltd.
Chiramel Building, Ravipuram,
Cochin, India.

Tel: +971 2 5513 815
Fax: +971 2 5513 816
E-mail: abudhabi@cleanblast.com

Tel: +966 55 9085 499
E-mail: saudi@cleanblast.com

Tel: +91 484 2356 660
Fax: +91 484 2356 661
E-mail: india@cleanblast.com

QATAR

KUWAIT

MALAYSIA

Clean Blast International
P.O.Box: 55433,
Al Salwa Ind. Area,
Doha, Qatar.

Clean Blast International
Ahamadi,
State of Kuwait.

Clean Blast malaysia Sdn Bhd
Etiqa Twins, 50450,
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

Tel: +965 9 9573 676
E-mail: kuwait@cleanblast.com

Tel: +603 2 1817 223
Fax: +603 2 1817 523
Email: malaysia@cleanblast.com

Tel: +974 4 4697 562
Fax: +974 4 4696 801
E-mail: qatar@cleanblast.com
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